4th Grade List of Resources: Geometry
Print Resources
Examples: textbooks, trade
books, picture books,
articles
Angles
Sir Cumference and the
Great Knight of Angleland (A
Math Adventure)by Cindy
Nueschwander
The circular medallion (a
protractor) given to
Radius by his father and
his mother, Lady Di of
Ameter, aid him in
examining every angle
along the way; and
readers get a circular
medallion of their own
with which to follow
along.

Technology
Examples: websites and software materials

United Streaming



In the everyday world around us we can
see a multitude different kinds of lines, line
segments, rays, and angles. Consider
railroad tracks, rays of sunlight,
intersecting roads, or the strings of a guitar.
These all display different kinds of lines or
parts of lines. How about the intersecting
lines on a chess board or the tiles on your
kitchen floor? These may be perpendicular
lines forming right angles. Can you find
any acute or obtuse angles?


Angles are as Easy as Pie
Discusses facts about
angles and their
relationship to triangles,
quadrangles, polygons,
and circles.

Lines and Angles - A Segment of:
Discovering Math: Grades 03-05:
Geometry

Maths Mansion: Show 18: Learn
Your Lines

Sad Man teaches the children about
parallel and perpendicular lines. The Line
Lizard makes an appearance and sings a
song about eating lines. The final challenge
in the Great Hall is to mark the parallel and
perpendicular lines in a number of
geometric shapes.

Manipulatives
Examples: base 10 blocks,
counters, clocks







Protractors
Miras
Pattern Blocks
Geo-Boards
Plastic Mirrors

Strategies
Examples: graphic organizers, a
variety of ways to teach a topic,
songs or chants
This is just a fun way to tweak
the traditional symmetry
lesson. Instead of cutting out
faces from a magazine, I took
pictures of the students
themselves. The next day,
when the pictures were
developed, I taught about
symmetry, had the students
cut their own pictures in half,
and create the symmetrical
side to their own face! The
kids loved doing this activity
because it was a personal
connection to math!

Make a set of geometry terms
on 3x5 cards beforehand. Pair
up the students and give each
person their own pipe-cleaner.
While one person puts their
head down, show the other
partner a geometry term on
the card. Cover the card and
then say "go." All heads are
now up and the student who
saw the term quickly tries to
create the term by bending
their pipecleaner into that
shape or vocabulary word. It's
nice to have pipe-cleaners
ready to pass out when there
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The Greedy Triangle
The book focuses on the
characteristics of
different polygons. A
triangle, dissatisfied with
its life, goes to the
“Shapeshifter” and asks
for one more angle and
one more side. Life as a
square is then explored.
The story continues in
this manner as the shape
continually asks for one
more angle and one
more side.



Maths Mansion: Show 20:
Triangle Delight

Sad Man and the animals sing a sad song
about the different sorts of triangles. They
are having fun until Decimole demolishes
all the triangles. In the Great Hall, the
contestants have to make different triangles
from lines on a screen. Sad Man reappears
and demonstrates how to make an
equilateral triangle from A4 paper. Bad
Man startles some passers-by in a park by
asking them if they have seen any escaped
triangles. The triangles sing their catchy
song. In the Great Hall, the contestants
construct a right-angled triangle and a
scalene triangle and so win the last maths
card they need to escape from Maths
Mansion. Math skill: The properties of
triangles.


Symmetry in the Real World -A
Segment of: TEAMS: Geometry
in My World: Math in Art

The instructor shows pictures of
symmetrical objects in nature including a
butterfly, lily pad, and a bird. They each
have line symmetry. Then the students and
instructor examine a leaf and a snowflake.
They predict and test for lines of
symmetry.

is a few extra minutes to fill
before recess, going home,
etc.
I use this activity to reinforce
edges and vertices when
teaching geometry to my 5th
grade class. Pick up several
boxes of wooden tooth picks
and a bag of miniature
marshmallows. Students
construct different geometric
shapes using tooth picks as
the edges and marshmallows
as vertices. They count the
tooth picks and then
marshmallows. Later when we
move to the more abstract I'll
remind them to count the
tooth picks or how many
marshmallows did we use?
Symmetry Strategy Link
http://www.education.vic.gov.
au/studentlearning/teachingre
sources/maths/mathscontinuu
m/space/Sp35001aP.htm
Once students have been
introduced to parallelograms and
their basic properties, the jigsaw
method may be used to further
explore special types of
quadrilaterals. Teachers can
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BrainPop



Parallel and Perpendicular Lines
Types of Triangles

Angles
http://www.amblesideprimary.com//amblewe
b/mentalmaths/protractor.html
Symmetry
http://www.scienceu.com/geometry/handson
/kali/

follow these steps:
Divide the class into groups of four.
Within each group, assign a
student to be a rectangle, square,
rhombus, or trapezoid.
Ask the "expert" from each group
to leave the home group and meet
with the experts from the other
teams. For example, all the
rectangles meet in one corner, the
rhombi in another, and so on.
Provide each group with a guided
activity that allows members to
explore their shape and learn its
properties. Group members must
come to a consensus on the
properties and feel confident that
they can teach these properties to
their home teams.
Ask the "expert" for each figure to
prepare examples, diagrams,
properties, and three quiz
questions to share with their home
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teams.
After the allotted time, have
students return to their home
teams to share their knowledge
with their respective groups.

These links give some
strategies for teaching
measurement:
http://www.associatedcontent.co
m/article/1000486/education_tool
s_how_to_make_and_use.html?ca
t=25
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/
studentlearning/teachingresource
s/maths/mathscontinuum/mcd/m
easphases.htm

Money Strategies
Have students use coins and dollars
to understand the real-world use of
regrouping, skip-counting, and
other mathematical concepts.
Have students find all the ways to
show $1.00, how to regroup a
dollar in order to give 4 friends 25
cents, how to make change, and
how to skip-count to find the value
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of a group of nickels or dimes.

Geometry/Spatial
Reasoning Strategies
You should encourage students to
explore shapes and their attributes
and provide them with appropriate
manipulatives and a structured
environment to make this happen.
Students can explore shapes by
decomposing them, creating new
shapes, and comparing and sorting
them. Students can create shapes
on geoboards, dot paper, or graph
paper, and represent them in
drawings or blocks.

Sort by Attributes Strategy
For primary students, use different
shapes in different colors and sort
them by attribute. Have students
determine how to classify the
pieces, by color, shape, size, and
so on.

Pattern Blocks/Tangrams
Strategy
Have students explore how shapes
can be combined to make other
shapes. For example, how many
triangles are in a rectangle?
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Print Resources
Examples: textbooks,
trade books, picture
books, articles
Perimeter
Spaghetti and Meatballs
For All by Marilyn Burns
Mrs. Comfort perfectly
arranges 32 chairs
around eight square
tables, according to a
bird's-eye-view
blueprint. Family will
be family, however,
and as the guests
arrive, they elect to sit
together, carelessly
pushing tables into
banquet-style
rectangles that won't
accommodate all 32
chairs. In an
afterword, Burns
suggests that adults
act as guides to young
audiences and use
cutout squares to
represent the table
placement.

Technology
Examples: websites and
software materials
United Streaming



Discovering Math:
Grades 03-05:
Measurement

From miles per gallon and
metric conversion to
circumference and volume,
this video introduces
elementary students to
more-advanced properties
and concepts of
measurement. All content is
tied to national standards
and benchmarks.


Maths Mansion:
Show 17: Six Flat
Worms

Maths Mansion is a math
adventure in which
contestants are trapped in a
Gothic mansion by their
host, Bad Man, until they
can successfully crack a
range of math challenges. In
this episode, the children

Manipulatives
Examples: base 10
blocks, counters, clocks














Strategies
Examples: graphic organizers, a variety of ways to
teach a topic, songs or chants

Rulers
Tape Measures
Yard Sticks
Three steps to measure something:
Meter Sticks
Clocks
1. Decide on the attribute to be measured
Angle Rulers
2. Select on a unit that has that attribute
Thermometers
3. Compare the units, by filling, covering, matching, or
Inchworms
using some other method, with the attribute of the
object being measured. The number of units
Coins
required to match the object is the measure.
Cubes
Measuring
Angles:
Blocks
Centimeter cubes

Measurement:

Angles in reference to a circle

Finding unknown angle measures
68°+50°=118°
180°-118°=62°
x=62°
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Sir Cumference and the
Isle of Immeter by Cindy
Nueschwander

learn to calculate the area of
a rectangle (length x
breadth).

In this adventure Per
visits his uncle and
aunt (Sir Cumference
and Lady Di of
Ameter). After
learning a game
involving inners and
edges, she and her
cousin Radius become
embroiled in a
mystery with a secret
message and a
threatening sea
serpent. To solve it,
the youngsters must
travel to the Isle of
Immeter and use a
series of geometric
formulas to tame the
sea serpent and bring
peace to the area.



Myller



Maths Mansion:
Show 21: The
Return of the Big
Hen

A group of children are
trapped in Maths Mansion
by Bad Man, who insists
they take part in regular
game shows to test their
mathematics knowledge. In
order to escape, the children
must win a set of Maths
Cards by successfully
completing Bad Man's
challenges. Sad Man
frequently interrupts Bad
Man to share his version of
things. In this episode, the
children must multiply and
How Big is a Foot? by Rolf divide decimals.
The King wants to give
the Queen something
special for her
birthday. The Queen
has everything,
everything except a

Using a ruler to measure:

Maths Mansion:
Show 29: Sad Hair
Day

Maths Mansion is a math
adventure in which
contestants are trapped in a

Converting Standard Units
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bed. The trouble is
that no one in the
Kingdom knows the
answer to a very
important question:
How Big is a Bed?
because beds at the
time had not yet been
invented. The Queen's
birthday is only a few
days away. How can
they figure out what
size the bed should
be?

Inchworm and a Half by
Elinor Pinczes
Referring to the
inchworm, the text
explains: "Her
measuring method is
simple: each loop that
she takes is one inch."
The accompanying
picture shows the little
creature looping her
way up a ruler. Then
one day, the worm
measures a bean and
she has a bit left over.
The concept of
fractions is then

Gothic mansion by their
host, Bad Man, until they
can successfully crack a
range of math challenges. In
this episode, the children
learn to add and subtract
decimals.


Maths Mansion:
Show 31: All the
Way Round

Maths Mansion is a math
adventure in which
contestants are trapped in a
Gothic mansion by their
host, Bad Man, until they
can successfully crack a
range of math challenges. In
this episode, the children
learn to calculate the
perimeter of simple,
compound shapes that can
be split into rectangles.


Another alternative way to convert:

Maths Mansion:
Show 35:
Angleman!

Maths Mansion is a math
adventure in which
contestants are trapped in a
Gothic mansion by their

Converting between minutes and hours:

Adding Time:
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introduced by having a
worm half her size
measure it. The story
proceeds in this
manner with the
worms getting smaller
and smaller. All of the
action takes place in a
garden, and the colors
of the objects being
measured are bright
and cheerful: a yellow
ruler, green
asparagus, bright
orange carrots, and
huge red tomatoes.

Millions to Measure by
David Schwartz
Marvelosissimo the
Mathematical Magician
returns, this time to
teach kids about how
measurement was
developed many years
ago, and was first
based on feet. The
book traces the
development of
standard units of
measure for distance,

host, Bad Man, until they
can successfully crack a
range of math challenges. In
this episode, the children
learn to use a protractor to
measure angles to the
nearest degree.


Using a number line to teach time:

Dividing Fractions:
Area Model - A
Segment of:
TEAMS: Turn on
to Number:
Operations on
Fractions

Capacity Measurement Conversions:

Students learn how to divide
fractions using the area
model. They then practice
dividing fractions and
discover patterns such as
cross-multiplication.
BrainPop





Angles
Elapsed Time
Multiplying and
Dividing Fractions
Word Problems

Making Change:

When converting any unit of
measurements if you want:



To change to a larger unit, divide.
To change to a smaller
unit, multiply.
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weight, and volume,
then describes the
development of the
metric system in the
late 1700s. A threepage appendix offers
more in-depth
information about the
metric system.

40 Fabulous Math
Mysteries Kids Can’t
Resist by Martin Lee
and Marcia K. Miller Scholastic

Humorous,
reproducible math
mystery stories will
give your math sleuths
a chance to have fun
while practicing
important math
problem solving skills.
Math Word Problems
Made Easy: Grade 4 by
Bob Krech – Scholastic
Help build students
problem-solving skills

http://www.mathplayground.
com/making_change.html
http://hoodamath.com/games
/bizwiz.php
Estimating Angles:
http://www.mathplayground.
com/alienangles.html
Estimating Angles on a Circle:
http://www.oswego.org/ocsdweb/games/bananahunt/bhu
nt.html
Word Problems
http://www.mathplayground.
com/wordproblems.html
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with super strategies
for solving any math
word problem. Each
strategy is clearly
explained and comes
with practice problems
that utilize the specific
strategy. Students can
then hone their newly
acquired skill with 100
word problems on
grade-specific math
concepts.
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4th Grade List of Resources: Numbers and Operations in Base Ten
Print Resources
Examples: textbooks, trade
books, picture books, articles
Place Value
How Much is a Million by David
Schwartz
Marvelosissimo the
Mathematical Magician
demonstrates the meaning of
a million by showing his four
young friends (plus two cats,
a dog, and a unicorn) that it
would take twenty-three days
to even count to a million and
that a goldfish bowl large
enough to hold a million
goldfish could hold a whale.
Seven pages are printed with
tiny white stars on a grid
pattern against a blue sky -adding up to only one
hundred thousand stars! And
after that, a billion and a
trillion are discussed.

Amanda Bean’s Amazing Dream
by Cindy Neuschwander
In this fun-to-use picture book,
Amanda Bean loves to count
anything and everything. She counts
constantly until she has an amazing
dream in which she discovers the
benefits of multiplication. There are

Technology
Examples: websites and
software materials
United Streaming



The Cartoon
Encyclopedia of
Mathematics:
The Remainder
in Division

The termites want to
divide a log into equal
parts while the squirrels
divide up their nuts for
storage in trees.
Interesting things happen
to the pieces of log and to
the nuts when they are
divided.


Maths Mansion:
Show 14: You
Ain't Nothing but
a Houndred

Maths Mansion is a math
adventure in which
contestants are trapped in
a Gothic mansion by their
host, Bad Man, until they
can successfully crack a

Manipulatives
Examples: base 10 blocks,
counters, clocks

Strategies
Examples: graphic organizers, a variety
of ways to teach a topic, songs or
chants








Addition and Subtraction
Strategies:

Base 10 blocks
Base 10 mats
Everyday Math Decks
Checks
Number Lines
Rulers

Virtual Manipulatives
http://www.teacherfiles.com/clip
_art_place_value.htm
http://www.teachervision.fen.co
m/tv/printables/scottforesman/M
ath_5_TTT_3.pdf

ADDITION
Commutative Property of Addition ( 4 +5=9
or 5+4=9)
Associative Property of Addition: (3+4+2+1)
Does not matter which addends are
combined first when solving the problem.
Changing the grouping does not change the
solution.
Zero property:

Count On, Count Back, 2 more than or 2
less than,
Anchoring numbers to 5 (numbers like
7 are thought of as 5+2 or 8 is 5+3).
10 Facts –combinations of numbers
that make 10 (this will help later on
with higher numbers)
Up and Over 10: 6+8 can be solved by
looking at the number closest to 10
which is 8 ( 8 is two away from 10). So
they take 2 away from 6 ( which makes
6 now a 4)to give to 8 and now the
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lots of good picture examples where
multiplication is very useful in
determining the number of items in
the picture.

Two of Everything by Lily Toy
Hong
This short picture book features
a Chinese folktale in which
Mr. Haktak digs up a magic pot.
When he puts in 5 gold coins,
they turn into 10 gold coins.
One coat becomes 2. The pot
doubles everything placed in it.
Unfortunately, trouble results when
Mrs. Haktak falls in the pot! Lots of
fun and lots of doubling facts.

Reteaching Math:
Multiplication and Division:
Mini-Lessons, Games, &
Activities to Review &
Reinforce Essential Math
Concepts & Skills by Bob
Krech, Audrey Kennan –
Scholastic
Some students have difficulty
grasping math concepts the first
time they are taught. When this
happens, a different approach is
needed to reach and reteach
these struggling learners. This
book can help!
Every lesson begins with a
problem designed to pique

range of math challenges.
In this episode, the
children learn to perform
short multiplication of a 3digit number by a single
digit number.


Maths Mansion:
Show 15:
Dividing We
Stand

Maths Mansion is a math
adventure in which
contestants are trapped in
a Gothic mansion by their
host, Bad Man, until they
can successfully crack a
range of math challenges.
In this episode, the
children learn to divide 3digit numbers by a single
digit number.


Maths Mansion:
Show 16: Double
Digit Dating

Children are trapped in
Maths Mansion. To get
out, they must learn to
multiply a 2-digit number
by a 2-digit number. The

problem is 10 +4.
Doubles: (7+7, 6+6, 8+8, 9+9,
etc..)These can be anchors for other
facts
Doubles-plus-one or doubles-minusone
Part-Part-Whole Relationships
Doubles and Near Doubles
Counters, drawings, number lines,
models
Using Derived Facts for solving ( 7+5).
Take apart the 7 to create (2+5) and
then create a new problem. 5 +2+5= 12
( much easier to solve)
Using Known facts to find unknown
facts( 7+3=10 so 7 +5 = 10 +2 more)
Adding tens , Adding ones, then
Combining
Add on tens, then add on ones (46 +38 )
40 +30= 70, 6+8 =14, 70+14=84
Move some to make 10: ( 46 + 38) 46-2
=44 and 38 +2=40, so 44 +40=84
Use a Nice Number and Compensate:
(46 + 38 ) 46 +40 = 86 subtract 2 is 84.
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students' interest. Manipulatives,
games, practice pages,
literature connections, and more
and employed, to ensure that
students master essential
multiplication and division skills.

problems are broken down
using estimation, then
multiplying tens with tens,
tens with units, and then
units with each other.

Alternative algorithm

Brainpop


Rounding
SUBTRACTION:

iPad – Variety of Math
apps

Subtraction as Think Addition ( 9 – 4 )
think 4 and what makes 9?
Down Over 10 ( 14-9) You reason that
14 is 4 down to 10 and then down one
more to get to 9 for a total of 5.
Take From the 10: ( 17 – 9 ) You would
pull apart the 17 and make it 10+7 then
take 9 from 10 to give you 1 and then
add the 7 back on for the solution of 8
Add tens to get close , then ones ( 7346) 46+20=66, 6+4 =70, 70+3=73,
20+4+3 =27
Add tens to overshoot, then come back
( 73-46) 46+30 = 76, 76-3 =73, 303=27
Add Ones to Make a Ten, Then tens and
ones: (73- 46) 46 +4=50, 50 +20=70,
70 +3= 73 so 4 +20 +3 =27
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Take Tens from Tens, Then Subtract
Ones: (73-46) 70-40=30, 30-6= 24, 24
+3=27
Take Away Tens then Ones ( 73 – 46)
73-40 =33, 33-3 =27
Take Extra Tens, Then Add Back: ( 7346) 73-50=23, 23+4=27
Add to the Whole if Necessary: (73-46)
Give 3 to 73 = 76, 76-46=30 and then
subtract the 3 which will give you 27.

Multiplication:
Multiplication Strategies for multi-digit
numbers
Commutative Properties of Multiplication:
(order of numbers makes no difference)
3x8 is the same as 8x3.
Associative Properties of Multiplication:
Numbers in an expression can be paired
with any number
Zero and Identity Properties:
Distributive Properties: One of two factors
can be split into two parts and then
multiplied separately and then added. 6x9
is the same as ( 6x5) + (6x4).
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The 9 was split into 5and 4.

Multiplication:
Reasoning Strategies for Multiplication:

Doubles: Factors that have 2 as a factor
are the same as addition doubles 6 x2 is
the same as 6+6.
Fives: Skip count by 5’s
Zeroes and Ones: Multiplying by a zero
is always zero. Multiplying by a one the
number stays the same.
Nifty Nines: Using a pattern- Rule 1The tens digit of the product is always
one less than the “other” factor (the
one that is not 9). Rule 2-knowing that
the sum of the two digits in the product
will equal 9. So … this means that when
solving 9 x 8, I should make my tens
digit one less than “8” which is 7. Now
following the second rule, I know that I
have to add a number to 7 that will
make the sum of 9. So 72 is my answer
(7+2=9).
Using your fingers to find the answer:
starting with your left pinky count over
for which fact you are doing. Bend that
finger down and the tens place amount
will be on the left and the ones on the
right.
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Using Known Facts to Derive Other
Facts: Here are a few examples(Doubling-3x8 is actually 2 x 8 plus one
more set of 8. Adding Another Set:
Knowing 5x7 is 35 will help with 6x7 by
adding another 7 on to make42)
Double and Double Again- 4 x6 is 2 x6
=12 and then double again for 24. Half
Then Double- 8x6 is half of 8 which is 4,
so 4x6 =24 and then double for 48.

Multiplication Strategies for multi-digit
numbers
Partitioning Strategy: (27 x 4)
x20=80, 4x7 =28, 80+28=108

4

Partitioning the Multiplier: (46x 3)
Double 46 which is 92 and then add
one more 46, 92+46= 138
By Tens and Ones: (27 x 4) 10x4 =40,
10 x4=40 7x4=28, so 40+40+28= 108
Other Partitions: (27 x 8) 25 x4=100,
25x8=200, 2x8=16, so 200+16=216
Compensation Strategy: (250 x5) ½ of
250 is 125 and multiply by 10 to get
1,250
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Traditional Algorithm
You can play this game with 1 die or a
deck of cards with the jokers, 10's,
kings, queens, & jacks removed. Kids
make a place value chart as high as
what you've taught. They take turns
rolling die or drawing a card & put
that # in any position they want. The
object of the game is to create the
highest or the lowest #. If using a
die, they must use each # rolled. If
using cards, they don't have to use a
card, but their turn is over after 1
card. If the deck is finished before
you fill in your spaces, all empty
spaces become 0's.

I have place value games my Year 4s
love, using a pile of cards with a
number on each one, and game boards
I made up. Each child chooses a
number (of whatever level of
difficulty you have taught). This is
their number for one full circuit
around the board. They roll a die and
move a counter around when it's their
turn.
On the board are squares with
instructions like "Read your number
aloud," or "Say how many hundreds
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are in your number," or "What is 1
more than your number?" or "Make
your number using blocks," or
whatever skills you wish them to
practice.
After they go around the board once,
they choose a different number for
the next round. They can score a
point for each correct answer, or
have to move their counter back to
the space they just came from for
incorrect answers.

I played a game with my third grade
class who was learning place value to
the hundred thousands place. We
broke my class of twenty into two
teams of 10. Each student was given a
large number card 0 - 9. I would read
a number such as "12,543" and the
students would arrange themselves in
the proper order. The students
seemed to have a lot of fun and it
really reinforced the concept that I
was teaching.
I have found the best way to teach
place value into the millions is with my
number tiles. I just wanted to share
this with you all. The children are
learning expanded form, word form,
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and standard form from using the
tiles. I may put something on the
overhead such as 20,000 + 6,000 + 80
+ 5 and they know that they need to
use five tiles because the largest
number has five digits even though
there are no hundreds. They are
learning to place a zero in place,
utilizing manipulatives and using the
book as a reference.
Thanks for a great idea. I play a
"Digit" place game with 4th graders
that they really enjoy. I pick a
number (then I let someone else pick
one) either with two or three digits
right now--later in the year they get
bigger. I give them the range of "x"
and they make guesses with me
recording if any of the numbers
within their guess is correct and then
if the correct digits are in the
correct place. I use a chart to do this
something like below: (digits must all
be different)
X > 20 and X < 99 (i.e.,say the number
is 75)
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Number Operations in
Base 10:
Representing the value of the digit-

Using Models:

Begin with groupable materials and
models. Models need to physically
show that the 10 is ten times as
large as the ones. This develops the
relationship between ones, tens,
and hundreds. Groupable means
the ten can be made by grouping
the singles together ( ten-makesone-relationship). (Groupable
materials could include counters
with cups/containers, cubes, staws,
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wooden craft sticks, tooth picks,
etc.)
Use pregrouped models to work
with larger numbers.
Ten-framed cards can be used as a
strategy for working with place
value.

Representing numbers at least three
ways helps challenge students to
show an amount with a specific
number of pieces. For example 463,
can be grouped as 4 (100’s), 6 (10’s)
and 3 (ones). Another way would
be 40 (10’s), 63 (ones), and one
more way would be
Use Base-Ten Language Given the
number 47, have the students say
the number in base-ten languagefour-tens, seven-ones and then as
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standard form forty-seven.
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4th Grade List of Resources: Numbers & Operations - Fractions
Print Resources
Examples: textbooks,
trade books, picture
books, articles
Funny and Fabulous
Fraction Stories by Dan
Greenberg
Teaching fractions
doesn't have to be like
pulling teeth! Your
students will love these
hilarious reproducible
stories and follow-up
problems that reinforce
essential fraction skills:
addition, subtraction,
division, multiplication,
decimals, ratios, and
more. Great for
reluctant math
learners. For use with
Grades 3-6.

Apple Fractions by Jerry
Pallotta
Author Jerry Pallotta
and illustrator Rob
Bolster use a variety of
different apples to
teach kids all about

Technology
Examples: websites and software
materials
United Streaming



Math Mastery:
Decimals and Percents

This video includes the
following chapters: * Reading
and Writing Decimal Numbers *
Adding and Subtracting
Decimals * Dividing Decimals *
Changing Fractions to Decimals
and Decimals to Fractions *
Multiplying Decimals *
Dividing Decimal Numbers by
Decimal Numbers * Rounding
Decimal Numbers * Writing
Percents as Whole Numbers *
Changing Decimals to Fractions
and Percents * Finding Percents
of Numbers * Decimal and
Percent Word Problems


Math Mastery:
Fractions

This video includes the
following chapters: *
Understanding What Fractions
Are * Fractions for Whole

Manipulatives
Examples: base 10 blocks,
counters, clocks














Fraction Bars
Fraction Burgers
Decimal Dogs
Unifix Cubes
Fraction Dominoes
Colored Chips
Fraction Number Lines
Fraction Circles
Decimal Dice
TI 15 Calculator
Fraction Cubes
Fraction Bingo
Fraction Pizzas

Strategies
Examples: graphic organizers, a variety
of ways to teach a topic, songs or chants

Models For Fractions:
Region or Area Models, Unifix cubes, Length
Models
Pattern Blocks, GeoBoards, Grid Drawings or
Dot paper
General Guide:
Top number (numerator) is the counting
number or how many parts we are talking
about and bottom number(denominator) tells
what is being counted.
Bench-mark Fractions
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fractions in this
innovative and
enjoyable book. Playful
elves demonstrate how
to divide apples into
halves, thirds, fourths,
and more. Young
readers will also learn
about varieties of
apples, including
Golden and Red
Delicious, Granny
Smiths, Cortlands, and
even Asian Pears.

Numbers * Multiplying
Fractions * Working with
Fractions of Ones * Fractions on
Number Lines * Adding and
Subtracting Fractions with Like
Denominators * Finding the
Least Common Denominator *
Adding and Subtracting
Fractions with Unlike
Denominators * Simplifying
Fractions * Dividing Fractions *
Working with Mixed Numbers


Full House by Dayle Ann
Dodds
Miss Bloom runs the
Strawberry Inn, and
she absolutely loves
visitors. Throughout
the day, she welcomes
a cast of hilarious
characters, from a
duchess to a dog
trainer, until all the
rooms are taken. It’s a
full house! But in the
middle of the night,
Miss Bloom realizes
that something is just

The Cartoon
Encyclopedia of
Mathematics: Decimal
Equivalents for
Fractions

A young man named Threefifths goes to a country where
everyone has a decimal name.
He has a difficult time there,
until he learns to identify himself
as Six-tenths.


The Cartoon
Encyclopedia of
Mathematics: Dividing
with Fractions: Missing
Factor Method

Lola, an ox, does not think she

Strategies for Fraction
Computation:
Comparing fractions:





Draw a model
Find a common denominator
Cross-Multiply
Make each fraction a decimal by
dividing the numerator by the
denominator and compare the
decimal values.
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not right — and sure
enough, downstairs the
guests are eating her
cake. Readers will be
happily inspired to do
the math and discover
that one delicious cake
divided by five hungry
guests and one
hospitable hostess
equals a perfect
midnight snack at the
Strawberry Inn.

The Hershey’s Milk
Chocolate Bar Fraction
Book by Jerry Pallotta
A Hershey's bar is
made up of 12 little
rectangles, making it
the perfect edible tool
for teaching fractions!

Fraction Fun Through
Cooperative Learning by
Laurie Kagan
Easy-to-Implement
Lessons with
Manipulatives, Over 100
Fun Activities, Step-by-

knows how to divide fractions.
Her friend, Arthur, a fox, shows
her how it is like the division of
whole numbers. He also shows
her a way to change the product
to equivalent fractions so any
division of fractions problem can
be solved using this method.


The Cartoon
Encyclopedia of
Mathematics:
Multiplication and
Division of Fractions:
Multiplying with
Fractions

Harry is a small cloud who
aspires to be a storm cloud like
his brothers. To achieve storm
cloud status, Harry must pass
special tests, which include
finding the areas where there are
rainclouds. As Harry prepares
for his important tests, he
teaches himself and viewers how
to multiply with fractions.


Maths Mansion: Show
03: The Deciworms

Maths Mansion is a math
adventure in which contestants

Model Fractions Multiplied by a Whole
Number.
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Step Teaching Concrete,
Connecting, & Symbolic
Levels

Discovering Decimals
Through Cooperative
Learning by Laura Candler
Base 10 Decimal Activities,
64 Fun & Easy Cooperative
Activities, Ready-to-Use
Blackline Masters

Reteaching Math:
Fractions and Decimals:
Mini-Lessons, Games, &
Activities to Review &
Reinforce Essential Math
Concepts & Skills by Bob
Krech - Scholastic
Some students have
difficulty grasping math
concepts the first time they
are taught. When this
happens, a different
approach is needed to reach
and reteach these struggling
learners. This book can
help!
Every lesson begins with a
problem designed to pique
students' interest.
Manipulatives, games,

are trapped in a Gothic mansion
by their host, Bad Man, until
they can successfully crack a
range of math challenges. In this
episode, the children learn to do
decimal notation for tenths and
hundredths.


Maths Mansion: Show
07: Get Some Fraction
Action

Maths Mansion is a math
adventure in which contestants
are trapped in a Gothic mansion
by their host, Bad Man, until
they can successfully crack a
range of math challenges. In this
episode, the children learn to
relate fractions to division.


Maths Mansion: Show
22: Hundredths and
Thousandths

A group of children are trapped
in Maths Mansion by Bad Man,
who insists they take part in
regular game shows to test their
mathematics knowledge. In
order to escape, the children
must win a set of Maths Cards
by successfully completing Bad
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practice pages, literature
connections, and more and
employed, to ensure that
students master fractions
and decimals.

Man's challenges. In this
episode, the children learn about
decimal place values.


Maths Mansion: Show
25: Do the Same to the
Bottom as the Top

A group of children are trapped
in Maths Mansion by Bad Man,
who insists they take part in
regular game shows to test their
mathematics knowledge. In
order to escape, the children
must win a set of Maths Cards
by successfully completing Bad
Man's challenges. In this
episode, the children learn about
equivalent fractions.


Maths Mansion: Show
26: More Fraction
Action

Maths Mansion is a math
adventure in which contestants
are trapped in a Gothic mansion
by their host, Bad Man, until
they can successfully crack a
range of math challenges. In this
episode, the children learn to
determine fractions of whole
numbers.
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The Cartoon
Encyclopedia of
Mathematics:
Comparing Rational
Numbers

A wise genie teaches a young
clam how to compare rational
numbers.


Example 3: Adding
Fractions with Different
Denominators--Serving
Salsa - A Segment of:
Discovering Math:
Grades 03-05:
Arithmetic

To add one-third cup and onefourth cup of salsa, the chef must
find a common denominator.


TEAMS: Turn on to
Number: Composing
and Decomposing
Fractions

In this program, students
determine fractional values of
tangram pieces in comparison to
the completed whole. Fractional
parts of a whole are also taught
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through the additional use of
such manipulatives as fruit and
multi-colored disks. Addition of
fractions is briefly examined. A
basic knowledge of geometrical
concepts and the simplification
of fractions is assumed. Students
use concrete models to build
their understanding of concepts.


Converting Fractions to
Decimals: Denominator
of Ten - A Segment of:
TEAMS: Turn on to
Number: Comparing
Fractions and Decimals

Students learn how fractions and
decimals are related through the
base ten number system. They
also use an area model to
practice converting fractions
with a denominator of ten to
decimals.


Converting Fractions to
Decimal Form - A
Segment of: TEAMS:
Number in My World:
Fractions / Decimals
Connection

Students learn how to convert
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coin values represented as
fractions to decimal form. They
then do a worksheet to practice
their conversions.


TEAMS: Turn on to
Number: Operations on
Fractions

The videos in this six-part
module, Turn On to Number,
introduce students in grades five
and six to the properties of
numbers with an emphasis on
fractions and decimals. In this
segment students multiply and
divide fractions using an area
model, number patterns, and
real-world situations.
BrainPop







Adding & Subtracting
Fractions
Converting Fractions to
Decimals
Decimals
Mixed Numbers
Reducing Fractions

www.pbskids.org/cyberchase/ga
mes/equivalentfractions/index.ht
ml
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http://visualfractions.com/Investig
ate/Compare/comparemo.htm
http://www.ixl.com/math/practice
/grade-3-convert-betweendecimals-and-fractions.
Online Tutorials:
http://www.coolmath4kids.com/fr
actions/index.html
Intro to Fractions:
http://www.sheppardsoftware.co
m/mathgames/earlymath/fractions
_shoot.htm
Comparing Fractions Game:
http://www.thinkingblocks.com/Ha
untedFractions/HFGameLoader.ht
ml
Equivalent Fractions:
http://hoodamath.com/games/frac
tionpoker.php
http://www.mathplayground.com/
hm_fractions.html
Equivalent Fractions/Representing
Fractions in Multiple Ways:
http://www.mathplayground.com/
Triplets/Triplets.html;
http://www.sheppardsoftware.co
m/mathgames/fractions/equivalen
t_fractions_shoot.htm
Comparing Fractions Using <, >, =:
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http://www.mathplayground.com/
ASB_TugTeamFractions.html
Adding Fractions:
http://www.sheppardsoftware.co
m/mathgames/fractions/FruitShoo
tFractionsAddition.htm
Subtracting Fractions:
http://www.sheppardsoftware.co
m/mathgames/fractions/FruitShoo
tFractionsSubtraction.htm
Fractions to Decimals:
http://www.sheppardsoftware.co
m/mathgames/fractions/FractionsT
oDecimals.htm
Decimal Place Value:
http://www.sheppardsoftware.co
m/mathgames/decimals/scooterQu
estDecimal.htm
(tenths)
http://www.sheppardsoftware.co
m/mathgames/decimals/DecimalM
odels10.htm
(hundredths)
http://www.sheppardsoftware.co
m/mathgames/decimals/DecimalM
odels.htm
Compare Decimals:
http://www.sheppardsoftware.co
m/mathgames/decimals/Compare
Decimals.htm
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Print Resources
Examples: textbooks, trade
books, picture books, articles
Number Computation
Multiplying Menace: The
Revenge of Rumpelstiltskin (A
Math Adventure) by Pam
Calvert

Ten years after being
tricked, Rumpelstiltskin
returns to the royal family
to wreak vengeance and
Peter must unlock the
secret of his multiplying
stick in order to save the
kingdom, in a whimsical
book that includes
nonfiction math notes
about multiplying by whole
numbers and by fractions.

A Remainder of One by Elinor
Pinczes
Pinczes introduces the
"25th Army Corps," a
regiment of 25 beetles on

Technology
Examples: websites and software
materials
United Streaming



Math Mastery: Equations

This video includes the following
chapters:* Unknowns, Reciprocals, and
Signed Numbers * Absolute Value and
Solving Equations * Multiplying
Equations and Working with Unknowns
* Working with Unknowns * Solving
Word Problems with Equations *
Solving Equations in Two Steps *
Solving Word Problems with Equations
* Working with Unknowns * Solving
Two-Step Equations and Word
Problems * Working with Unknowns in
the Denominator * Working with
Exponents * Working with Roots and
Exponents


Variables - A Segment of:
Discovering Math: Grades 0305: Algebra

Manipulatives
Examples: base 10 blocks,
counters, clocks







Colored chip
counters
Multiplication
tables
Number Lines
Base 10 Blocks
Dominoes

Strategies
Examples: graphic organizers, a
variety of ways to teach a topic,
songs or chants

Word Problems:
Problem Solving:
 Works to fully understand the
problem
 Uses drawings, graphs, and
physical models to help
think about and solve
problems
 Knows a variety of strategies
 Uses appropriate strategies
for solving problems
 Assesses the reasonableness
of answers
Reasoning:
 Justifies solution methods and
results
 Makes conjectures based on
reasoning
 Observes and uses patterns in
mathematics

Communication:

In mathematics, symbols help people
communicate and can characterize
constants or variables.


Prime and Composite

 Explains ideas in writing using
words, pictures, and
numbers
 Communicates ideas clearly in
class discussions
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parade. Their blue bug
queen "likes things tidy,"
and when the bugs march
two by two, she notices
that one bug brings up the
rear. The unfortunate Joe
has to stand aside rather
than be a "remainder"; on
the days that follow, Joe
tries dividing the squadron
into symmetrical rows of
three, then four and,
finally, five, when he is at
last accommodated.

Patterns

Numbers - A Segment of:
Discovering Math: Grades 0305: Number Theory
A prime number is divisible only by
itself and one. A composite number has
more than two factors.


Patterns in Peru: An Adventure
in Patterning by Cindy
Nueschwander

Twins Matt and Bibi
accompany their scientist
parents to Peru. By
interpreting patterns
woven into an Inca shawl,
the youngsters follow clues
to the Lost City of Quwi,

ADDITION



Factors and Multiples - A
Segment of: Discovering Math:
Grades 03-05: Number Theory

Examples introduce students to the
relationships between a number, its
factors, and its multiples. Even numbers
are multiples of two; odd numbers are
not.


Addition and
Subtraction Strategies:






Lesson 8: Multiplication Word
Problems - A Segment of:
Math Mastery: Multiplication



By creating multiplication number
families, students organize information
given in a word problem and solve for
the numerical solution. They then
practice more multiplication by filling in
the missing information in a given table.





The Cartoon Encyclopedia of
Mathematics: Array Back
When: Understanding

Commutative Property of
Addition ( 4 +5=9 or 5+4=9)
Associative Property of
Addition: (3+4+2+1) Does
not matter which addends
are combined first when
solving the problem.
Changing the grouping does
not change the solution.
Zero property:

Count On, Count Back, 2
more than or 2 less than,
Anchoring numbers to 5
(numbers like 7 are
thought of as 5+2 or 8 is
5+3).
10 Facts –combinations of
numbers that make 10
(this will help later on with
higher numbers)
Up and Over 10: 6+8 can
be solved by looking at
the number closest to 10
which is 8 ( 8 is two away
from 10). So they take 2
away from 6 ( which
makes 6 now a 4)to give
to 8 and now the problem
is 10 +4.
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whose location has eluded
explorers for centuries.
While the story defies logic
and teaches little about
local culture, it might serve
as an introduction to
classroom activities on
sequence and pattern
perception.

Multiplication
The construction of the pyramids in
Egypt is behind schedule because the
workers have to wait so long for
breakfast. The short-order cook has to
count out eggs for each of the many
workers. A yo-yo salesman sells him
boxed yo-yos to entertain his bored
customers. The cook discovers the
usefulness of putting the eggs in cartons
and counting them by using arrays
(5x5=25 etc.). This cuts down the
preparation time. This video provides
engaging support for mathematics and
the introduction of the concept of
multiplication.


The Cartoon Encyclopedia of
Mathematics: The Remainder
in Division

The termites want to divide a log into
equal parts while the squirrels divide up
their nuts for storage in trees. Interesting
things happen to the pieces of log and to
the nuts when they are divided.


Maths Mansion: Show 24:
Make and Break: Part 2

A group of children are trapped in
Maths Mansion by Bad Man, who



Doubles: (7+7, 6+6, 8+8,
9+9, etc..)These can be
anchors for other facts



Doubles-plus-one or
doubles-minus-one
Part-Part-Whole
Relationships
Doubles and Near Doubles
Counters, drawings,
number lines, models
Using Derived Facts for
solving ( 7+5). Take apart
the 7 to create (2+5) and
then create a new
problem
5 +2+5= 12 ( much
easier to solve)








Using Known facts to find
unknown facts( 7+3=10 so
7 +5 = 10 +2 more) Adding
tens , Adding ones, then
Combining
 Add on tens, then add on
ones (46 +38 )
40 +30= 70, 6+8 =14,
70+14=84



Move some to make 10: (
46 + 38) 46-2 =44 and 38
+2=40, so 44 +40=84
Use a Nice Number and
Compensate:
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insists they take part in regular game
shows to test their mathematics
knowledge. In order to escape, the
children must win a set of Maths Cards
by successfully completing Bad Man's
challenges. In this episode, the children
learn about prime numbers.




Alternative algorithm

TEAMS: Turn on to Number:
Multiples, Primes, and
Composites

The programs in this six-part module,
Turn On to Number, introduce students
in grades five and six to the properties
of numbers with an emphasis on
fractions and decimals. In this program,
students determine whether a given
whole number greater than one is prime
or composite. Through the Sieve of
Eratosthenes, students discover the
number patterns known as multiples.
Prime factorization and the creation of
factor trees complete the program’s
lesson. Students use concrete models to
build their understanding of concepts.


(46 + 38 ) 46 +40 = 86
subtract 2 is 84.

Patterns and Rules - A
Segment of: Discovering Math:
Grades 03-05: Algebra

When something changes in a
systematic way, a pattern happens.

SUBTRACTION:









Subtraction as Think
Addition ( 9 – 4 ) think 4
and what makes 9?
Down Over 10 ( 14-9) You
reason that 14 is 4 down
to 10 and then down one
more to get to 9 for a total
of 5.
Take From the 10: ( 17 – 9
) You would pull apart the
17 and make it 10+7 then
take 9 from 10 to give you
1 and then add the 7 back
on for the solution of 8
Add tens to get close ,
then ones ( 73-46)
46+20=66, 6+4 =70,
70+3=73, 20+4+3 =27
Add tens to overshoot,
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Patterns can repeat, increase, or
decrease.


Representing Patterns - A
Segment of: Discovering Math:
Grades 03-05: Algebra

The increasing pattern of plants in rows
can be expressed numerically and
geometrically. Other examples of
numeric and geometric examples are
also shown.


Prime and Composite
Numbers - A Segment of:
TEAMS: Turn on to Number:
Multiples, Primes, and
Composites

Students learn the definition of prime
and composite numbers. They then
identify prime numbers on a hundreds
chart and discuss whether the number
one is prime or composite.


Prime Factorization - A
Segment of: TEAMS: Turn on
to Number: Multiples, Primes,
and Composites

The instructor explains prime
factorization. Students then learn how to
use a factor tree to find prime factors.

then come back
( 73-46) 46+30 = 76, 76-3
=73, 30-3=27


Add Ones to Make a Ten,
Then tens and ones: (7346) 46 +4=50, 50 +20=70,
70 +3= 73 so 4 +20 +3 =27



Take Tens from Tens,
Then Subtract Ones: (7346) 70-40=30, 30-6= 24,
24 +3=27
Take Away Tens then
Ones ( 73 – 46)
73-40
=33, 33-3 =27
Take Extra Tens, Then Add
Back: ( 73-46) 73-50=23,
23+4=27
Add to the Whole if
Necessary: (73-46) Give 3
to 73 = 76, 76-46=30 and
then subtract the 3 which
will give you 27.





Multiplication:
Multiplication Strategies for multidigit numbers
Commutative Properties of
Multiplication: (order of numbers
makes no difference) 3x8 is the same
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They also complete a worksheet to
practice prime factorization.


Factor Game: Finding Factors
of Numbers - A Segment of:
TEAMS: Turn on to Number:
Multiples, Primes, and
Composites

Students practice finding factors of
numbers by playing a game in the
classroom. The instructor gives an
explanation of the game and then
discusses the results.

as 8x3.
Associative Properties of
Multiplication: Numbers in an
expression can be paired with any
number
Zero and Identity Properties:
Distributive Properties: One of two
factors can be split into two parts and
then multiplied separately and then
added. 6x9 is the same as ( 6x5) +
(6x4).
The 9 was split into 5and 4.



What Does the Remainder
Mean?: Part One - A Segment
of: The Cartoon Encyclopedia of
Mathematics: The Remainder in
Division

Look at the division problem. When you
solve it, you get a remainder of 3. How
do you know what remainder means?
What are you going to do with the
leftovers? Can you break up the
remainder?
BrainPop




Division
Equations w/ Variables
Factoring

4 Problem Structures:
Join problems-Sarah had 8 pennies.
George gave her 4 more. How
many pennies does Sandra have
altogether?
Separate problems: Sandra had 12
pennies. She gave 4 pennies to
George. How many pennies does
Sandra have now?
Part-part-whole problems-George
has 12 coins. 8 of his coins are
pennies and the rest are nickels.
How many nickels does George
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Prime Number

Factors:
http://hoodamath.com/games/factorfeede
r.php
Multiples:
http://www.mathplayground.com/multiple
s.html;
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathg
ames/multiple/multiple_frenzy.htm
Basic Division Facts (gap):
http://www.mathplayground.com/ASB_De
molitionDivision.html
http://mathplayground.com/ASB_DragRace
Division.html
Prime/Composite Numbers:
http://hoodamath.com/games/primelandin
g.php;
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathg
ames/numbers/fruit_shoot_prime.htm

have?
Compare problems- George has 12
pennies and Sandra has 8 pennies.
How many more pennies does
George have than Sandra?

Multiplication:
Reasoning Strategies for

Multiplication:







Doubles: Factors
that have 2 as a
factor are the same
as addition doubles
6 x2 is the same as
6+6.
Fives: Skip count by
5’s
Zeroes and Ones:
Multiplying by a
zero is always zero.
Multiplying by a one
the number stays
the same.
Nifty Nines: Using a
pattern- Rule 1-The
tens digit of the
product is always
one less than the
“other” factor (the
one that is not 9).
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Rule 2-knowing that
the sum of the two
digits in the product
will equal 9. So …
this means that
when solving 9 x 8, I
should make my
tens digit one less
than “8” which is 7.
Now following the
second rule, I know
that I have to add a
number to 7 that
will make the sum of
9. So 72 is my
answer (7+2=9).
Using your fingers to
find the answer:
starting with your
left pinky count over
for which fact you
are doing. Bend that
finger down and the
tens place amount
will be on the left
and the ones on the
right.
Using Known Facts
to Derive Other
Facts: Here are a
few examples(Doubling-3x8 is
actually 2 x 8 plus
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one more set of 8.
Adding Another Set:
Knowing 5x7 is 35
will help with 6x7 by
adding another 7 on
to make42)


Double and Double
Again- 4 x6 is 2 x6
=12 and then double
again for 24. Half
Then Double- 8x6 is
half of 8 which is 4,
so 4x6 =24 and then
double for 48.
Multiplication Strategies for multidigit numbers








Partitioning
Strategy: (27 x 4)
4 x20=80, 4x7 =28,
80+28=108
Partitioning the
Multiplier: (46x 3)
Double 46 which is
92 and then add one
more 46, 92+46=
138
By Tens and Ones:
(27 x 4) 10x4 =40,
10 x4=40 7x4=28, so
40+40+28= 108
Other Partitions: (27
x 8) 25 x4=100,
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25x8=200, 2x8=16,
so 200+16=216
Compensation
Strategy: (250 x5) ½
of 250 is 125 and
multiply by 10 to get
1,250
Traditional
Algorithm

